
Love Clash of Clans? Continue reading coc-geek website 

Known as the “freemium” game, Clash of Clans is a mammoth multiplayer online strategy game 

available for both IOS and Android. If one is hoping to leap into the calculated world of this dazzling 

game, here is what one needs to know. 

What type of a game is Clash of Clans?  

Clash of Clans is totally chargeless to play but one may pay for certain in-game perks like resources 

and gems, adding further excitement. It is developed by Supercell Oy, a mobile game development 

company, headquarteredinHelsinki, Finland. 

How is the game played? 

Here, one must start by constructing a group of fellow players or as the name suggests, a “clan”. After 

having done so, one trains his troops making it more efficient to attack other clans or player groups. 

This attack is made to acquire gold, Elixir and Dark Elixir. These are used to reconstruct defense, train 

and upgrade troops of the clan and also to make spells for further attacks. Single player crusade is 

available wherein one gets to attackvillages in order to earn gold and Elixir. 

Purpose of the resources? 

The chief resources one gets from attacking other clans are gold, Elixir, and Dark Elixir. Building 

upgradation is done by the gold and the Elixirs are used to train the troops where Elixir is used in the 

barracks and Dark Elixir is used in dark barracks. These barracks are used to train different types of 

troops. 

Gems and more Gems!! 

The most important resource of the game are the Gems which increase the speed and efficiency of 

upgrading things and resources. Gems can also be used to boost barracks and other facilities and 

upgrade the heroes.  

To get these gems in the most hassle-free way, possible continue reading coc-geek.com which 

allows great access to acquire the gems with a set of cheat codes and hacks. It offers the most amazing 

cheat features and hacks to add the tint of extra fun to the game. 

About Coc-geek.com 

All the Clash of Clans players are familiar with the time-consuming process to acquire free gems and it 

is not at all a desirable procedure. 

This website helps the players solve this problem and get to the fun part of the game without much 

fuss. 

It provides the best of Clash Of Clan hacks and procedures to get free gems in the minimum time 

possible. 

Besides such perks, it also contains interesting facts about the game which are less popular among the 

players.To indulge more into this fascinating topic,  do continue reading coc-geek.com. 

 

http://coc-geek.com/

